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Commitment to quality delivers unexpected bonus for ecmasterseries Residence 
 

Strategic thinking, extensive experience, brilliant design and a touch of serendipity has delivered a 
truly great carpet for ec.group as the ecmasterseries Residence range eclipses quality target 
benchmarks. 

 
Another addition in the highly successful ecmasterseries series of pure wool carpet products has turned out 
to be a raging success. The Residence range, with its prudent pile weights, is designed to be the most 
accessible of the three vibrant colour ranges coming after the beautifully sumptuous ecmasterseries Garden 
range and the highly versatile ecmasterseries Studio range. But despite the prudent pile weights, 
fundamental characteristics of the pile itself combined with the legendary “Blue Stripe” ec.group backing has 
resulted in a carpet of stunning performance characteristics. 
 
“After years of making boutique carpets, you come to know the multitude of variables you have at your 
disposal to create a new carpet range” says ec.group Director of Product Development, Ken Grace. 
“Although pile weight is a key variable that influences sumptuousness and cost, the texture of the carpet is 
also influenced by how the yarn is spun and how the pile is tufted. All of these things influence visual 
appearance, durability and underfoot feel.” 
 
“Garden pile is tufted with texture and the twine is spun specifically for feel. The durability of the Garden 
range comes from the pile weight” Ken Grace explains. “The Residence range, by comparison, is tufted for a 
tight smooth finish and the twine is a high twist three-ply wool that has structural strength in itself. As a result, 
we have developed a highly accessible carpet with economical pile weights that has durability performance 
beyond our expectations.” 
 
The ecmasterseries is a series of pure wool tufted carpets. Being wool, they all deliver some of the key 
benefits of wool carpet. Wool is a natural insulant making wool carpet great for helping keep homes warm in 
winter and cool in summer. Wool is naturally biodegradable and is also a renewable resource. Wool is 
naturally resistant to crushing and soiling and also delivers benefits when it comes to fire, noise reduction and 
air purification rating. 
 
“At the end of the day, you want wool carpet because there is nothing like having wool carpet underfoot” says 
Ken Grace. “In your bedroom you would want the lushness of Garden underfoot when you get up in the 
morning. But Residence is so accessible you can now run wool carpet throughout those wide, expansive 
living spaces.”  
 
Wool has a magical ability to transform any residence – to make it warmer, more inviting, more welcoming. It 
can transform a harsh and empty space into a place to live. The ecmasterseries Residence range of 100% 
pure wool pile carpet gets the balance right being soft and welcoming without being extravagant. It invites you 
to kick off your shoes and enjoy the soft underfoot touch of wool but with durability backed by a 15 year 
residential* guarantee! 
“We design a carpet range with performance benchmarks in mind. Then the end product is tested against 
those benchmarks.” Ken Grace explains. “Those benchmarks include the strength of the pile fibres, the 
strength of the tufting and accelerated traffic durability. 
 
“On all benchmarks, the Residence range performed better than our design benchmark targets and in many 
cases eclipsed those targets beyond our wildest expectations. We had no hesitation in offering the 15 year 
residential* guarantee. This is an exceptional quality product and we are really proud of it.” 
 
The ecmasterseries Residence range has an elegant sheer appearance and comes in 16 standard colours 
allowing interior design flexibility.  
 

http://www.ec-group.com.au/products/ecmasterseries/residence.html
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The beautiful Residence range of carpet reflects the ec.group mission; striving to be the carpet brand of 
choice for designers, architects and homemakers by understanding their needs better and delivering 
innovative, high quality solutions to meet those needs. 
 

 


